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Concealing the depth of 'Obamagate'

The left used to get very worked up about the CIA’s interference in

foreign elections. Liberals would quote solemnly the work of Philip

Agee, a CIA turncoat who wrote articles and books about the

agency’s manipulation of this or that foreign election. But these

days ACLU-style liberals shrug at the meddling of John Brennan’s

CIA in the 2016 American election, mischief that the FBI is still

trying to conceal.

It was reported recently that the FBI refuses to show Congressman

Devin Nunes an unredacted copy of the origination document that

triggered the probe into the Trump campaign. What is the FBI

hiding? Paradoxically, nothing — that is, no classified information

showing collusion between Trump and Russia. The FBI is simply

trying to hide the embarrassingly partisan origins of its spying on

the Trump campaign.

Were the redactions covering material harmful to Trump, that

material would have been leaked by now. So the redactions can only

be concealing the fingerprints of Hillary’s partisans in the Obama

administration. The FBI will eventually have to fess up to the

politicization to which it succumbed — that the most virulent

Hillary partisan imaginable, John Brennan, had put pressure on

FBI officials to start the probe, that a Trump hater, Peter Strzok,

formally opened up the probe, that the smears of a paid opposition

researcher for Hillary, Christopher Steele, contributed to the probe,

that scandalous “intelligence-sharing” between Brennan and

foreign intelligence agencies shaped the probe, and that FBI

officials suspected the probe was unfounded but pursued it anyways

at the insistence of Obama officials.

The FBI says it is redacting “sensitive information.” That’s true in

an ironic sense: the FBI is very sensitive about the information, in

that it illuminates the agency’s transformation into an opposition

research shop for the Hillary campaign. Take her partisans out of

the picture and the probe would never have started.
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